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Abstract
Marine sessile organisms easily adhere to submerged solids such as rocks, metals and plastics, but not to seaweeds and fishes, which are covered with soft and wet ‘hydrogel’. Inspired by this fact, we have studied long-term antifouling properties of hydrogels against marine sessile organisms. Hydrogels, especially those containing hydroxy group and sulfonic group, show excellent antifouling activity against barnacles both in laboratory assays and in the marine environment. The extreme low settlement on hydrogels in vitro and in vivo is mainly caused by antifouling properties against the barnacle cypris.
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1. Introduction

Marine sessile organisms, such as algae, barnacles and sea squirts, can adhere wall-to-wall on submerged surfaces of metals, woods and plastics that has been causing significant economic problems. To prevent the fouling of marine sessile organisms, copper plate was used as antifoulant for ship’s bottom early in the Roman times, and until recently, tributyltin (TBT) has been the most popular antifouling paint. However, TBT was banned as an antifouling paint because of its endocrine disruption effect [1]. Therefore, development of pollution-free marine antifouling material is urgently required.

Marine sessile organisms only adhere to hard solid surfaces of rocks, concrete walls, ship’s bottom, etc, but not to living organisms such as seaweeds, fishes and jellyfishes. Inspired by this fact, recently, researchers started developing biomimetic antifouling technologies. From the view of chemical composition, several hundred natural antifouling compounds have been found in marine organisms (seaweeds, sea squirts, etc) [2, 3]. Researchers prepared an antifouling structure mimicking sharkskin [4, 5], and some reports suggested that surface roughness plays important role in biofouling [6, 7]. Compared to solid materials, the surface of most marine creatures is rather soft and contains much water. Therefore, soft silicone elastomers [8–11] and hydrogels have been actively investigated and applied as antifouling paint.

In this article, we introduce the antifouling properties against barnacles of hydrogels with different chemical composition and elasticity, tested both in laboratory and marine environment.

2. Barnacles

Barnacle is one of the most common marine sessile organisms worldwide, and its strong adhesion causes fouling problems. Barnacles spend most of their lives attached to a substrate. Although they look like shells, they are crustaceans and are related to crabs and lobsters (and taste similar).

Figure 1 shows the life cycle of barnacles. Barnacles have two larval stages. Nauplius larva is the first-stage larva. It continues growing and molting, and then metamorphoses into cypris larva, which is the second-stage larva. Cypris have a pair of antennules, of which the top is sense organ, at anterior inferior part of their body [12], and they walk on the substrate using the antennules before their settlement [13]. This walking is called ‘exploring behavior’, aiming to decide whether the substrate is suitable for settling [14, 15]. After the exploring behavior, a cypris...
attaches firmly and permanently to the substrate by secreting the adhesive proteins [16, 17] and then transforms into a juvenile. In the post-settlement stage, barnacles secrete cement proteins to the substrate and broaden their adhesion area [18]. Thus, the development of antifouling technologies is focused on (i) exploring and settlement stages of cypris, and (ii) post-settlement growth.

3. Hydrogels

Hydrogels mostly consist of water and a polymer network which holds it. They are distinguished from solid materials (metals, plastics, etc) by abundance of water (60–99 wt%) and low elasticity, with the elastic modulus 100–10000 smaller than in common solids. Hydrogels are found, for example, in soft contact lenses and jelly. Human body contains hydrogel, so as marine organisms such as seaweeds, fishes and jellyfishes.

A three-dimensionally crosslinked polymer gel shows entropic elasticity common to rubber. The entropic elasticity is proportional to the volume density of polymer chain segments, so the elasticity of a hydrogel strongly depends on its water content. The water content of hydrogels is expressed by the swelling degree $q$, which is the volume ratio of the water-swelled and dried states. The elastic modulus $E$ of equilibrated neutral gel in water decreases with $q$ as $E \propto q^{-3}$ [19]. The soft and wet natures of hydrogels are inextricably related, so that it is impossible to change one of those parameters independently.

Most hydrogels are mechanically weak that was limiting their application in various fields. However, hydrogels with mechanical strength and toughness comparable to those of rubbers and living cartilage have been developed recently by several research groups [20–26].

4. Antifouling properties of hydrogels

Previous investigations addressed the antifouling activity of hydrophilic polymers and hydrogels against some sessile organisms, cells and proteins. Katsuyama, et al [27] described germination inhibition effects of polyelectrolyte hydrogels against zoospores of a seaweed. Rasmussen et al [28] reported that some natural polymer gels and chemical crosslinked polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) gel have antifouling effect against barnacle cypris. Cao et al [29] found that the polysaccharides polymer coatings resist adhesion of proteins, algae and barnacles, and the results of Bowen et al [30] reveal that the antifouling strength depends on the alkyl chain length of polymers.

However, it is still unclear what is the key antifouling factor of hydrogels against cypris larvae and how do cypris larvae detect it. In laboratory assays, hydrogels with deferent elasticity (water content) were prepared from differently charged synthetic and natural polymers, and the cypris settlement on these gels was investigated [31].

4.1. Effect of chemical types of hydrogels

A schematic of laboratory settlement test is illustrated in figure 2, and figure 3 shows the number of barnacles settled on the wall and bottom surfaces, as well as the number of dead barnacles found in the cultivation wells with their bottom surfaces covered by hydrogels. The number of settled barnacles is much lower for hydrogels than solid polystyrene (PS) surface. Furthermore, there is no relationship between the charge of hydrogels and barnacle settlement that indicates cancellation of surface charge on a hydrogel owing to the high ionic strength of seawater. Most cypris larvae which did not settle on hydrogels then attached themselves to PS. On day 1, most of cypris settled on the bottom or walls in bare-PS wells. However, when the well bottom was covered with hydrogels, few settlements were found either on the bottom (gel) or walls (PS) until day 3, that is, cypris selectively settled on PS walls as the result of exploring behavior. Unusual observations were made for some physically crosslinked gels. In the well with κ-carrageenan gel, prompt settlement on the walls was found on day 1, and the total number of settlements (bottom and wall surfaces) was small compared with the well with PVA gel. This behavior might be attributed to the polymer eluted from physical crosslinked gels; however, no effect was observed for agarose, which is also a physically crosslinked gel. The percentage of dead cypris larvae in all wells containing hydrogels ($<10\%$) was almost the same as in bare PS wells, indicating low toxicity of hydrogels to cypris. These findings suggest that the antifouling mechanisms differ for hydrogels and agents that release biocidal chemicals.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the functional group of hydrogels and relative number of settlement after 5-day exposure. Excellent antifouling activity against cypris was observed for synthetic polymer gels with hydroxy or sulfonic acid groups, whereas the activity is low for gels with amino groups. In the case of natural polymer gels, there is no settlement on agarose gel with hydroxy groups, whereas the
number of settlements is the highest on the κ-carrageenan gel containing both hydroxy and sulfonic acid groups. It is yet unclear why the κ-carrageenan gel behaves differently from other hydrogels that also have hydroxy or sulfonic groups.

4.2. Effect of physical properties of hydrogels

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the relative number of settlements and elasticity of hydrogels. Gels with hydroxy or sulfonic groups show very high antifouling activities, regardless of elasticity, whereas the number of settlements increases with elasticity for gels with amino groups; these differences are not understood yet. Dahlström et al. [32] reported lower number of settlements on hydrophilic PS or grass than on hydrophobic PS or glass surfaces, indicating that different surface wettability for various functional groups may affect barnacle settlement. As described above, there is a negative correlation between elasticity and water content of hydrogels, and these two parameters cannot be changed independently. Thus, a decrease in water content may promote settlement via increase of elasticity. A scaling law between elasticity $E$ and swelling degree $q$ is observed experimentally for hydrogels in seawater, regardless of their chemical structure and charge (figure 6). This fact indicates that charged gels behave like neutral gels because of the charge screening.
5. Long-term fouling test in marine environment

Several factors are considered when choosing a material for long-term fouling test in marine environment: the material must be environmentally benign, relatively soft and durable. Hydrogels are soft and environmentally benign, and showed high antifouling activity against barnacle in laboratory assays. However, it was unclear whether they can tolerate the strong water currents and temperature changes during long-term in vivo experiments. For example, while the PHEMA hydrogel was found efficient against diatom and algae in laboratory and marine environments over 1 month period, it is unclear whether it would withstand oceanic conditions [34].

The two main challenges of long-term experiments in marine environment are the durability of a hydrogel and the technique of attaching it in the experimental setup. The recently developed PAMPS/PAAm double-network (DN) gel [22] and physically crosslinked PVA gels are considered sufficiently robust for such experiments [35]. Besides investigating the antifouling properties of these hydrogels, the base plate morphology of barnacle was also studied.

5.1. Antifouling properties of hydrogels against marine sessile organisms

PVA gel (10 × 10 cm² area), PAMPS/PAAm DN gel (12 × 12 cm² area) and polyethylene (PE, control sample) plates were fixed to a stainless frame and immersed to a depth of 5–8 m below the sea surface with nylon ropes from a raft. The thickness of the gels was 1 cm. Data were collected from two specimens of each gel sample up to 330 days.

Figure 7(A) shows the dry weight per unit area of the barnacles and other marine sessile organisms (sea squirt, sponge, seaweed, etc) adhered to the substrates. It reveals low adhesion to the gel of not only barnacle but also other micro or macro organisms (sea squirt, sponge and seaweed, etc). The area ratio of barnacles to the surface they were attached to is shown in figure 7(B). Whereas the PE surface was almost completely covered with barnacles (92.4% area ratio), the ratio was much smaller for gel-covered plates: 7.4% for PVA and 3.3% for PAMPS/PAAm DN. The larger value for PE is caused both by the higher density of barnacle settlements and the larger size of the individual barnacles on PE. The density of barnacles was 0.98, 0.17 and 0.11 cm⁻², for PE, PVA gel and PAMPS/PAAm DN gel.

5.2. Morphology of settled barnacles on each substrate

As shown in figure 8, barnacles had a flat basal surface when attached to hard (E = 151 MPa) PE and a very rough and concave basal surface on the soft (E = 0.09 MPa) PVA gel.
A slightly concave surface was observed on the PAMPS/PAAm DN gel, which is relatively rigid \((E = 1.25 \text{ MPa})\) compared with the PVA gel. These results are in agreement with the literature reports that barnacle bases were flat on rigid PMMA but showed a concave shape on relatively soft polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) \([36, 37]\). It has been reported that the amount of adhesive substance was almost same for PDMS and PMMA. In the case of hydrogels, the amount of adhesive substance could not be related to the hydrogel type.

6. Barnacle growth model on hydrogels in marine environment

Figure 8 shows the histogram of the basal diameter of barnacles on different substrates. Normal (Gaussian) distribution is observed on PE because of the strong adhesion. The smaller size and lower number of large barnacles on the DN gel can be related either to their easy detachment during the growth, due to the weak adhesion to the DN gels, or to the growth inhibition on the DN gels. A similar tendency is observed for the PVA gel and can be attributed to the wettability and softness of hydrogels.

6.1. Effect of wettability of hydrogels

Figure 9 shows the components of adult barnacle from a lateral view. The growth of an adult barnacle on a solid surface (such as PE) is illustrated in figure 9(A). When an adult barnacle secretes new cement onto the surface, its muscles contract so that the base is subjected to a pull-up force and the shell wall presses the substrate. If the adhesive strength between the base and substrate is stronger than the pull-up force, a new cement layer is produced without detachment (figure 9(B)). This scenario is observed on PE. As a result, barnacles can easily grow on PE surfaces. On the other hand, because of the high water content (about 85–90 wt%) of the gel, the secreted cementing proteins (molecular weight 14–165 kDa \([38]\)) might not form a layer on the gel surface, and instead diffuse into the gel network (pore size >10 nm). Therefore, the adhesion strength on gels might be lower than the barnacle’s contractile force, resulting in easy detachment of the barnacle.

6.2. Effect of softness of hydrogels

In the growing process, the detachment of barnacle from the surface not only depends on the adhesion strength between the base of the barnacle and the substrate, but also on the elastic modulus of the substrate. The elastic modulus of
PE is 151 MPa. The adhesion strength was sufficient for barnacles not to detach from the substrate during the muscle contractions that persist in the adult form. Furthermore, the substrate was not deformed by the contractile force because of the high elastic modulus of PE, as revealed by the flat morphology of basal surfaces of barnacles on PE in figure 8. On the other hand, PAMPS/PAAm DN gel (\(E = 1.25\) MPa), which is about 100 times softer than PE, was deformed by pressure developed by the shell wall during the barnacle growth. As the adhesion strength was weak because of the high water content in the gel, the barnacle was easily detached upon bending from the DN gel. This model is justified by the concave shape of the basal surface of the barnacles (figure 8). In comparison with DN gel, PVA gel is much softer (\(E = 0.09\) MPa). Therefore, the shell wall could cut through the PVA gel and embed into it during muscle contraction. The adhesion strength on PVA gel might be as low as on the PAMPS/PAAm DN gel; however, this embedding of the shell wall might mechanically lock the shell wall to the PVA gel, thereby hindering the detachment. This model explains the higher number of barnacles settled on PVA gel than on PAMPS/PAAm DN gel in the long-term test.

7. Conclusions

Hydrogels show excellent antifouling activity against barnacle cypris, which results in low density of settlement on hydrogels in vitro and in vivo. This activity depends on the functional groups of the gel polymer and is higher for hydroxy and sulfonic groups. The mechanism of this action is not well understood, and some hints may be found by investigating the surfaces of marine organisms such as algae and sea squirts.

The hydration of polymer chain may interrupt the adhesion of cementing protein, thereby affecting the cypris settlement behavior and the barnacle growth. We are studying various substrates, including hydrogels, to elucidate the effect of substrate properties such as hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity and elasticity on the barnacle growth. These in vitro results may help understanding the barnacle growth process and adhesion to hydrogels.

Owing to the high water content and lack of toxicity hydrogels are environmentally benign antifouling materials. We believe that hydrogels, having a soft and wet structure similar to that of marine organisms, will help reduce economic loss in marine fields and preserve marine environment.
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